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Kirk and Spock rise to the surface to warn the Organians about the Klingons, but the Klingon fleet soon arrives,
forcing the Enterprise to abandon the duo on. Kirk, in utter desperation, prays for his son's release, but Spock
joins in, faking the killing of the Klingon in front of Kirk and letting him know that Kelkazin has been kidnapped
by the Hackathon. Upon arriving on the Entranger, Spock shows him Kelkazina's fake hair, and Kirk realizes
that he will have to convince the Hackathon that it was not stolen as a child, and persuade the teenager who

had previously saved Kirk in his time to meet him in museum. Upon meeting with Hein Kelkazin, Hakatoi
explains that his father Enterprise stole a blind child to use in experiments. However, for years, Spock has
known that Hackathona's father is not who he claims to be, and that all of his actions since childhood have

been aimed at faking his own death. Kelkazine told Kirk that as a child, he met Ella, who died due to an
obsession with ionizing radiation. Heine is accused of trying to kill Ella, and Kelcasino returns to the Executor

to find evidence of Hakatonomi's guilt. He kidnaps Kirk to confirm that the child was indeed abducted and
starts searching for the child. During a mission to the Nefertiti Kirk is on a mission to find his son. Spock

witnesses the ship carrying Mentonaut Investigator Vanderman take off from the base and then disappear.
Spock manages to teleport to the ship and uses his telekinetic abilities to move Vanderman's body. It is

revealed that Thornton captured Van and placed him in an electronic box aboard his ship, destroying the
mysterious box along with the dead psychic. Meanwhile, the crew members of the Entraig and Spock make a
deal with the Hackathoni, whereby Kirk pleads guilty to kidnapping the child and promises to return for him if
he is not charged with murder soon. Kirk returns to the Intrepid for his son and goes to the communications

station to find Spock. During the conversation, Kirk learns the
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